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Communicate without hurt feelings, resentment, or bruised egos.
To solve your problems with pain, or decreased desire and pleasure, or ANY
other issues... you need to communicate effectively. Communication is key with
all relationship issues, and it's especially true in the bedroom!
This guide was designed to go along with the communication session of the
online course. Please log on to the course for more information.

First of all, let's consider the set up.
Timing is important: don't have the talk while you're having sex or
attempting to have sex. Also, right after a long day of work is bad
timing. Eat dinner, make sure no one's hangry, sit down on the couch,
get comfortable, and have a talk.
Connect with touch: holding your partner's hand or resting a hand on
his arm is a great way to physically convey connection.
Stay Positive: remember that the ultimate goal is increased connection
and bonding with your partner.
Recruit your partner for your team: everything's better when you have
help. Whether it's helping you with the techniques that I teach, holding
down the fort while you're working on yourself, or supporting you
emotionally - your partner's role is incredibly important.
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When you don't know if there's a problem... ask!
But don't ask your partner if there's a PROBLEM - we aren't looking
for problems!
Ask what the desired outcome is (what you WANT):
ex. "When you picture your ideal sex life, how often each week are
you having sex?" (Don't forget to be specific!)
Ask what the current state is (what you HAVE):
ex. How often do we have sex?
(You may be surprised when your answers are not the same!)
Is there a difference between the desired outcome and the current
state? Is there a difference between what you want and what you
have?
If so, work together to set up some goals and decide what small
steps to start taking to work towards those goals (see "Goals
Setting" on page 4).

When you know there's a problem... try this approach:
Do NOT throw a rock - think of a rock as a complaint, or a statement
that kind of hurts or is annoying, and doesn't offer anything positive.
No one likes getting hit by a rock.
ex. You never initiate sex.
ex. You come home smelling bad.
Instead, make a sandwich:
First (top bread): say something positive that offers praise or a
compliment.
Next (middle): clearly and kindly state the problem. The middle is
the tough part but you can make it easier to digest by making it
about you and your needs, and not placing blame on your partner.
Last (bottom bread): say something positive and instructive so your
partner hears that you love them and they understand clearly how
to make the situation better.
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When you know there's a problem... continued:
Make a sandwich, examples (initiating sex):
Top bread (positive/praise): You have so many demands during the
day between work and family, and you handle them all so well.
Middle (clearly/kindly state problem, making it about you): I've
noticed that I'm the one who often initiates sex and sometimes I feel
a little less desired by you.
Bottom bread (positive/instructive): You are my sexy man and I
would love it if you initiated sex once a week - I would feel so
sexy/desired/wanted.
Make a sandwich, examples (smelling bad):
Top bread (positive/praise): I love that you work so hard for our
family, I really appreciate the life that we are building together.
Middle (clearly/kindly state problem, making it about
you): Sometimes I want to just put my hands all over you after work
but my sensitive nose is picking up on your hardworking scent.
Bottom bread (positive/instructive): I would really love it if you took
a quick shower right when you can home so we can snuggle up on
the couch together and get really close.
Make it your own: these are examples that I've helped my clients with
and the list could go on and on. Some of examples I use might sound
awkward to you because it's not the words that you would use. My goal
here is to teach you the METHOD, the words should be all yours.
Whatever you say, it has to feel authentic.
Build your own sandwich, current problem (
Top bread (positive/praise):

):

Middle (clearly/kindly state problem, making it about you):

Bottom bread (positive/instructive):
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Goal setting:
When there's a difference between what you want and what you have,
sit down to write some goals (ideally, WITH your partner).
Remember goals should be:
Specific - action oriented, answers the question, "what will it look
like?"
Measurable - how many times, for how long, how often?
Achievable - can you and your partner reach this goal?
Relevant - does this get you closer to what you really want?
Time - bound - When will you reach this goal?
*Guaranteed Success Point - what baby steps can you definitely do
now to get closer to your goal. This has to feel so easy that there is
no excuse not to do them.

Goal setting, example: ("I want to have sex more" - recently completed
with a client)
Specific - define what "sex" is for you and your partner
Measurable - how often? 1x/wk
Achievable - will this work for your schedules? yes
Relevant - does this get you closer to what you really want? yes, as
long as it's done with joy
Time - bound - When will you reach this goal? within 3 months
Goal: "My husband and I will be joyfully having sex (any activity
intended to result in orgasm) once a week within three months.
*Guaranteed Success Point - We will give each other back massages
for at least 5 minutes each, once a week.

Putting it into practice:
If you continue to do the same things you've always done, you'll continue to
get the same results you've always gotten. I'm inviting you to try something
new. Be patient with yourself and your partner.
Always remember that pain-free, feel-good sex is in your future!

Next Steps:
These guidelines are a great starting point, but you may need more. For more
help in achieving the pain-free, feel-good sex that you deserve, learn how to
work with me at: drlaurencrigler.com. I would love to help you achieve a lifetime of incredible sex! P.S. Make sure to check your emails for upcoming
courses!
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